ABSTRACT Remote-sensing images contain lots of visual information about transportation systems, geomorphic conditions, and communal facilities. The secure storage and transmission of remote-sensing images are of great significance. This paper proposes a novel image encryption scheme-based DNA bases probability and applies it to remote-sensing images for data protection. First, the plain-image is randomly encoded in DNA rules and its result participates in DNA addition with DNA mask generated by 2-D logistic map. Second, the cryptosystem executes 2-D logistic map again with DNA bases probability against differential attacks. Third, the pixel-level rearrangement and the DNA base-level rearrangement are, respectively, implemented in order of chaos sequences for permutation and diffusion. The cipher-image has a uniform distribution, low coefficients, and ideal entropy. The cryptosystem has acceptable encryption speed (speed = 0.651308Mbit/s) and high sensitivity to the plain-image and the security key. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can resist various existing attack schemes against remote-sensing images.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND
Remote-sensing technique has made great progress in photographic satellite observation and imaging sensor. Remote-sensing images contain a large amount of visual information about transportation systems, geomorphic conditions and communal facilities, which have wide applications in various fields [1] - [6] . Zhong et al. [1] analyzed large number of remote-sensing images combining with available field measurements to study internal waves in the Strait of Georgia. Luo et al. [3] introduced an edgeconstraint-based weighted fusion model to assist the fast marching method by edge information and the road centerline probability map from remote-sensing images. However, remote-sensing images of sensitive areas are vulnerable to loss, theft and interception due to the storage in the cloud
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Michele Nappi. environment or the transmission through public channel. Image encryption is an important technical means to prevent information leakage. Many mature text encryption schemes have been proposed including advanced encryption standard (AES) [7] , [8] , SM4 [9] , elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [10] - [12] , etc. Due to redundancy, high pixel correlation and bi-dimensionality, these encryption schemes are poorly suitable for remote-sensing images. To solve this problem, the paper designs a novel remote-sensing image encryption scheme based on DNA bases probability and twodimensional logistic map. The simulation proves that the proposed encryption scheme is of high security and parallelism.
B. RELATED WORK
Chaotic system [13] - [17] has wide applications in pseudorandom number generator due to fast computational speed, pseudo-randomness and high sensitivity to initial conditions. A minor change in the initial parameters of chaotic system causes significantly different pseudo-random sequences.
And the pseudo-random sequence has ergodicity ranging from 0 to 1. An excellent image encryption algorithm combined with chaotic system performs high randomness and sensitivity to the plain-image and the security key. Janakiraman et al. [13] designed a chaos-based image encryption algorithm with lightweight properties and its optimized implementation on a 32-bit microcontroller. The measurement matrix produced by the memristive chaotic system was used to compress and perceive the scrambled image and the final cipher image was obtained [15] . In [16] , Ullah et al. analyzed the exceptional chaotic properties of the nonlinear combination of two chaotic maps as compared to the individual seed maps and proposed a chaos-based image encryption along with substitution box. Chai et al. [17] analyzed that two-dimensional logistic map contained features such as the less periodic windows in bifurcation diagrams and the larger range of parameters for chaotic behaviors, which is well suitable for cryptography. Furthermore, they proposed a novel image encryption algorithm based on twodimensional logistic map and DNA sequence operations. Therefore, we applies two-dimensional logistic map to design pseudo-random sequences generator. Chaos sequences participate in DNA encoding, DNA mask generation, the pixellevel rearrangement and the DNA base-level rearrangement.
The cryptosystem based on DNA encoding [18] - [21] has many interesting features including massive parallelism and ultra-low power consumption. DNA theory encodes all the plain-image pixels into DNA sequence in DNA rules, that is, decompose each of the image-pixel 8-bit gray value into four DNA codes so as to reduce the time complexity in image encryption. And then the encoded plain image is operated to get a cipher-image according to a DNA operation rules. DNA operation rules include addition, subtraction and XOR operation. Recently, many image encryption algorithm based on DNA encoding are proposed and obtain high security. Chen et al. [19] converted the plain-image to DNA sequence by random encoding rules. And then permutation-diffusion procedure was introduced for further encryption. Due to the great storage and high computing capabilities of DNA sequence, Pujari et al. [21] built a hybridized model for encrypting images combined genetic algorithm and DNA sequence for randomness. However, DNA encoding cannot provide the scrambling of the cryptosystem. The attacker can find valuable clues about the plain-image by differential analysis and chosen-plaintext attack. A common approach is to design a key generator using the hash function with the input of the plain-image [22] , [23] . The key generator based on this method can get significantly different security keys due to the change of the plainimage. Therefore, cryptosystems combining DNA encoding and hash function have both the high parallelism and the ability against differential attacks. However, if the plain-image cannot change, key generators based on the hash function get a fixed key. Users are unable to set the flexible security key as needed. To address the problem, we propose a novel self-adaptive encryption scheme to build scrambling relationship between the plain-image and the cipher-image. We encode the plain-image and calculate the DNA bases probability, which is substituted into two-dimensional logistic map as the initial parameters and conditions for the selfadaptive chaos sequence. The self-adaptive chaos sequence affects the pixel-level rearrangement and the DNA base-level rearrangement for scrambling.
The permutation-diffusion structure (PDS) [24] , [25] has been widely accepted in the field of chaos-based cryptography. In [24] , PDS was built for multiple-image encryption. In permutation stage, half of the array indexes were applied to permute all the pixels coordination. In diffusion stage, the same indexes were associated with DNA sequence to diffuse the pixel values. The paper builds a multiple PDS for DNA random coding and DNA operation, the base-level rearrangement and the pixel-level rearrangement. In permutation stage, the pixel-level rearrangement can shuffle the order of pixels in the image according to the self-adaptive chaos sequence. In diffusion stage, DNA random coding and DNA addition are executed for high randomness and complexity. The base-level rearrangement can further modify the pixel value without the DNA bases probability. Two-dimensional logistic map with DNA bases probability as the initial parameters builds the close connection between the plain-image and its cipher-image to defend differential attack.
C. CONTRIBUTION AND ORGANIZATION
Considering the computing and storage capabilities of remote-sensing systems, the paper designs a remote-sensing image encryption scheme using DNA bases probability and two-dimensional logistic map, which has high parallel operation and security. Two-dimensional logistic map is utilized to yield DNA rules index and DNA mask. And then the cryptosystem encodes the plain-image in DNA rules and executes DNA addition with DNA mask. Calculating DNA bases probability as initial parameters and substituting them into two-dimensional logistic map again, a new chaos sequence is obtained for the pixel-level rearrangement and the DNA baselevel rearrangement. Finally, the cryptosystem decodes the DNA matrix for the cipher-image. The major contributions of the proposed scheme are as follows:
(1) We design a novel image encryption scheme for remote-sensing images. A close connection is established between the plain-image and its cipher-image by the chaotic system and DNA bases probability of the cipher-image. The proposed algorithm has both high security and parallel operation.
(2) A good encryption algorithm needs to have the ability to resist differential attack, that is, the cipher-image is closely related to each bit of the plain-image. Therefore, the high parallelism of encryption algorithm is difficult to be guaranteed. We propose a self-adaptive encryption method based on DNA bases probability. A slight alter of the plain-image changes the DNA bases probability and then generates significantly different chaos sequences for scrambling. This scheme has both the high parallelism and the ability against differential attacks.
(3) Pixel-level rearrangement is a common operation for permutation. This method can effectively change pixel coordinates but not pixel values. We introduce the rearrangement into the DNA bases for diffusion, which can modify pixel values of the cipher-image without changing DNA bases probability.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the preliminary is introduced. Section III gives details about encryption/decryption steps. Section IV provides security analysis and simulation results. Section V discusses the contribution of the proposed algorithm and compares it with other algorithms. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARY A. DNA CODING
A deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is an important part of biological research, which has been widely used in various fields [18] - [21] . As a mature coding method, DNA coding [18] has massive parallelism and ultra-low power consumption, which is more suitable for cryptography. Four nucleic acids namely A (adenine), T (thymine), C (cytosine), and G (guanine) are included in the DNA sequence. The principle of complementary base pairing allows A to pair with T and C to pair with G. Table 1 lists DNA encoding/decoding rules in order to fulfill the Watson-Crick base pairing rule. For an 8-bit grayscale image, each pixel can be encoded a 4-base sequence. For instance, the pixel value 10010011 can be encoded into a DNA sequence GCAT in Rule 1. If the pixel value is encoded in a certain encoding rule, the decoded value will change in different decoding rules. For instance, the DNA sequence GCAT can be decoded into the pixel value 01100011 in Rule 2. Therefore, when the encoded image is decoded in random decoding rules, the plain-image information can be hidden effectively.
B. DNA OPERATION
The rapid development of DNA computing promotes biology operations and algebraic operation based on DNA sequence. As typical DNA operations, DNA addition and subtraction are manipulated according to traditional addition and subtraction in the binary. In the paper, DNA addition is used to fuse the plain-image and the DNA mask image for high randomness and complexity. DNA subtraction is the reverse operation of DNA addition. rules. For instance, there are two DNA sequences CGCT and TCAG; the addition operation result of them is GTCA. Table 3 lists DNA subtraction rules. For instance, the DNA sequence GTCA minus the other DNA sequence TCAG is equal to CGCT.
C. TWO-DIMENSIONAL LOGISTIC MAP
Two-dimensional logistic map [17] , [26] contains many cryptography features such as the less periodic windows in bifurcation diagrams and the larger range of parameters for chaotic behaviors. It has wide application due to high sensitivity to initial parameters, simple expression, fast computing speed and good chaotic property. As a non-linear recursive algorithm, two-dimensional logistic map is defined as Equation (1).
where µ 1 , µ 2 , γ 1 and γ 2 are control parameters. When control parameters meet 2.75 < µ 1 ≤ 3.4, 2.75 < µ 2 ≤ 3.45, 0.15 < γ 1 ≤ 0.21 and 0.13 < γ 2 ≤ 0.15, the system generate good pseudo-random numbers in the region (0,1].
In the paper, we set control parameters u 1 = 2.99, u 2 = 3.25, γ 1 = 0.18, γ 2 = 0.14. Substituting the initial parameters x 0 and y 0 into Equation (1) and setting x n+1 = ϕ(x n ), y n+1 = ϕ(y n ). Iterating Equation (1), the required pseudorandom sequences based on two-dimensional logistic map are produced.
III. CRYPTOSYSTEM
PDS has been widely used in the field of chaos-based cryptography. The paper builds a multiple PDS for DNA random coding and DNA operation, the base-level rearrangement and the pixel-level rearrangement in the cryptosystem. In permutation layer, the pixel-level rearrangement shuffles the order of pixels in the image according to the self-adaptive pseudo-random sequence. The self-adaptive pseudo-random sequence is generated by two-dimensional logistic map, whose initial parameters are closely related to the DNA bases probability of the encoded image. In this way, the novel connection between the plain-image and its cipher-image is built to resist chosen-plaintext attack and differential attack. In diffusion layer, the plain-image is encoded in the DNA encoding rule and executed DNA addition with DNA mask for high diffusion. To scramble pixel values further, we propose the DNA base-level rearrangement, which can effectively lower the correlation between two adjacent pixels. Architectures of encryption and decryption are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 .
A. ENCRYPTION APPROACH Two-dimensional logistic map is regarded as pseudo-random number generation to yield DNA coding rules index and DNA mask, whose initial parameters are the security key.
The M × N plain-image P is encoded in DNA encoding rules and executed DNA addition with DNA mask. Calculating DNA bases probabilities and substituting them into two-dimensional logistic map again, the cryptosystem gets a new pseudo-random sequence. The cryptosystem sorts the pseudo-random sequence in ascending order and returns an index matrix. Rearranging pixel in the image and DNA bases in pixels, we get the final cipher-image C. The detail encryption steps are given below.
Step1. Setting L = M × N and substituting the initial parameters x 0 and y 0 of two-dimensional logistic map, Equation (1) is iterated for L/2 + m times. Two-dimensional logistic map cannot provide enough sensitivity to too slight change of the security key. To increase the sensitivity, the former m values are discarded to avoid harmful effects. Arranging the pseudo-random numbers as Equation (2), we get a chaos sequence Lm.
Implementing Equation (3), an integer vector Lmv is obtained. 
Transform the vector Lmv into a M × N matrix Lmt. Execute the following Equation (4) for DNA coding rules index Rid.
Step2. Decompose the plain-image P and the matrix Lmt to binary matrices with size M × 8N , and convert to the DNA matrix Pec and DNA mask Lec with size M × 4N . For each VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Overall architecture of decryption.
of the two-bits' transformation, the encoding rule is given in Equation (4).
Step3. Perform DNA addition between Pec and Lec and get the result Pl according to Table 2 .
Step4. Using count as the function for counting, count(A, Pl) returns the number of the base A in the DNA matrix Pl, similarly for G, C, and T. Calculating their probabilities as follows.
where pa, pg, pc and pt are the probability of four DNA bases A, G, C and T.
Step 5. Calculate the initial parameters as follows.
Substituting the initial parameters x 0 and y 0 of twodimensional logistic map again, Equation (1) is iterated for L/2 + 2 + m times for the self-adaptive chaos sequence. Similarly the former m values of the logistic chaos sequence are discarded to avoid harmful effects. Arranging the pseudo-random numbers as Equation (7), we get a self-adaptive chaos sequence Lap. Lap = {x m+1 , x m+2 , . . . , x m+2+L/2 , y m+1 , y m+2 , . . . , y m+2+L/2 } (7)
Step 6. Use sort as the function for sorting, [Ypx, Indpx] = sort(Lm) sorts the elements of Lm in ascending order and returns an ordered array Ypx and an index vector Indpx.
Step 7. Transform the matrix Pl into the M × N vector Pv. Perform Equation (8) for the pixel-level rearrangement.
where
Step8. Execute Equation (9) for the DNA base-level rearrangement.
[Ybs(i), Indbs(i)] = sort(Lap(i : i + 3))

Pb(i){j} = Pr(i){Indbs(i){j}}
where i = 1, 2, . . . , M × N . j = 1, 2, 3, 4 indicates four DNA bases of a pixel. Four elements from Lap (i) to Lap (i + 3) are sorted in ascending order and returns an ordered array Ybs (i) and an index vector Indbs (i) of length 4. Four bases sequence of Pr (i) are rearranged according to the index vector Indbs (i).
Step9. Transform the vector Pb into the M × N matrix Cb. Perform the DNA random decoding on the matrix Cb according to Equation (4) and Table 1 , the cryptosystem gets the final cipher-image C.
B. DECRYPTION APPROACH
The decryption is similar to that of the encryption, whereas with the reverse calculating orders. Detail encryption steps are given below.
Step1. Repeat Step1 in subsection 3.1 and get the chaos matrix Lmt and DNA coding rules index Rid.
Step 2. Use count as the function for counting four DNA bases probabilities of the cipher-image C and get pa, pg, pc, pt.
Step 3. Perform Equations (6) and (7). Get a self-adaptive chaos sequence Lap.
Step 4. Encode the cipher-image C into DNA matrix Cb according to Rid and 
where i = 1, 2, . . . , M ×N . j = 1, 2, 3, 4 indicates four DNA bases index of the pixel.
Step 5. Perform Equation (11) for the reverse pixel-level rearrangement.
[Ypx, Indpx] = sort(Lm)
Step Table 3 for the DNA matrix Pec.
Step 7. Decoding the DNA matrix Pec into the M × N matrix E according to Table 1 . The matrix E is same as the plain-image P.
IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS
There are various analytical methods to test image encryption algorithm, including histogram analysis, correlation coefficients, information entropy, differential attack, key sensitivity analysis and encryption efficiency. The paper chooses four standard remote-sensing images (256 × 256 Aerial1 and Aerial2, 512 × 512 Aerial3 and Aerial4) and simulates the process of encryption and decryption from several aspects on MATLAB R2015b in a computer of an Intel Core i3 CPU 2.30 GHz and 4 GB of RAM. The initial parameters of two-dimensional logistic map are randomly selected as x 0 = 0.154699542365328 and y 0 = 0.76975485243234.
A. HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS
Image histogram reveals the pixel value distribution by counting the number of each gray-level value. The ideal image encryption algorithm guarantees the uniform frequency distribution of the cipher-image, which provides as little statistical information as possible for the opponent. Figure 3 shows plain-images have the concentration on some pixel values while cipher-images have fairly uniform distribution. Variance of histograms is a statistics to quantify the distribution uniformity of pixels. The lower variance indicates the higher uniformity of the image. The variance [27] of histogram is defined as Equation (12) .
where Z is the vector of the histogram values and Z = {z 1 , z 2 ,. . . , z 256 }. z i and z j are the numbers of pixels which values are equal to i and j respectively. We calculate variances of histograms of plain-images and their cipher-images and reports them in Table 4 . Variances of cipher-images are much smaller than those of plain-images. Therefore, we conclude that the cryptosystem can resist statistical analysis.
B. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
For remote-sensing images, adjacent pixels are very close to each other. Therefore, the correlation of the visual image is very high. The cipher-image encrypted by a good cryptosystem should exhibit low correlation of two adjacent pixels. Correlation coefficient [28] , [29] is a numerical measure to assess a statistical relationship between two variables. Correlation coefficient is defined as Equation (13) .
where x, y are pixel values of adjacent pixels. S is the total number of pixels selected from the image. E(x) is the estimation of mathematical expectations and D(x) is the estimation of variance of x. Cov (x, y) is the estimation of covariance between x and y. r xy represents correlation coefficient of the image. The paper randomly chooses 5000 pairs of adjacent pixel along horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction for correlation test. Figure 4 and Figure 5 plot correlation distributions along horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions for 256 × 256 Aerial1 and 512 × 512 Aerial3. It is obvious that correlation distributions of plain-images are concentrated while those of cipher-images are fairly uniform. Results show that the proposed cryptosystem can effectively reduce the correlation between two adjacent pixels along three different directions. We calculate correlation coefficients for four remote-sensing images and their cipher-images along horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction. Results of correlation coefficient are listed in Table 5 . Correlation coefficients of plain-images are closed to 1 while those of cipher-images are closed to 0. Therefore, the attacker cannot get useful correlation information to break up the cryptosystem by correlation analysis.
C. INFORMATION ENTROPY
The entropy of the ensemble is a sensible measure of the ensemble's average information content. Information entropy [30] , [31] is an important parameter to measure the intensity of a symmetric cryptosystem. The mathematical definition of entropy is given as Equation (14). where p(s i ) is the probability of the symbol s i . The ideal information entropy is equal to 8 for the cipher-image with 2 8 gray-levels. Larger information entropy indicates less information content. Table 6 reports information entropy of plain-images and their cipher-images encrypted by the proposed cryptosystem. Results show that the cryptosystem barely reveals any remote-sensing image information.
D. DIFFERENTIAL ATTACK
Differential attack [32] is an efficient method to use pairs of plain-images related by a constant difference and compare the difference of the corresponding cipher-image for statistical patterns in their distribution. Usually attackers make a tiny change in the plain-image and use the encryption algorithm to encrypt the image before and after any changes. Then they try to find out the relationship between the plain image and the cipher image. Differential analysis aims to assess sensitivity to the plain-image. Number of pixels change rate (NPCR) and unified average changing intensity (UACI) are two parameters to measure the difference between cipher-images. NPCR calculates the percentage of different pixel numbers between two cipher-images. UACI calculates the average intensity of difference between two cipher-images. NPCR and UACI are defined as Equation (16) and Equation (17) . (17) where M × N is the size of cipher-images C and C . Table 7 reports average results of NPCR and UACI for 1 bit change in the random pixel of the plain-image, which are closed to ideal value. Results show that the proposed algorithm can resist differential attack. 
E. KEY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
As a common attack technique, key sensitivity analysis uses pairs of security keys related by a slight difference to encrypt plain-images and calculates the differences of the corresponding cipher-images for statistical clues. High key sensitivity is that the cryptosystem with two slightly different keys encrypts the same plain-image and gets utterly different cipher-images. The difference can be quantified by NPCR using Equation (16) and UACIusing Equation (17) . The experiment adds the relative error 0.001% to the security key for test (accepted industry standard is 0.005%) [33] .
Results of NPCRand UACI for key sensitivity analysis are reported in Table 8 , which indicate the significant difference between two cipher-images.
F. ENCRYPTION EFFICIENCY
Encryption efficiency [17] , [27] is an important measure to assess running performance of the encryption scheme. For analyses of chaos based encryption schemes, the time consuming part in computations is the operation of multiplying floating point numbers. The cryptosystem needs (2 × M × N ) iterations of multiplying floating point numbers because two-dimensional logistic chaotic system is executed twice. The cryptosystem based on DNA coding is not usually of high efficiency due to large time consuming of DNA coding and DNA operation. The corresponding computational complexity is (M × N ) iterations of DNA operation, (M × N ) iterations of the pixel rearrangement and (4 × M × N ) iterations of the DNA bases rearrangement. We simulate encryption process for 100 times and compute encryption speed speed = 0.651308Mbit/s, which is acceptable running speed. Furthermore, the proposed scheme has high parallel operation in DNA coding and DNA operation, which is more efficient for the remote-sensing system.
V. DISCUSSION
The paper proposes a novel image encryption scheme based DNA bases probability and two-dimensional logistic map and applies it to remote-sensing images for secure storage and transmission. We analyze the security of the cryptosystem from several aspects, including histogram analysis, correlation coefficients, information entropy, differential attack, key sensitivity analysis and running performance. The experimental results show the proposed algorithm can resist various existing attack schemes against remote-sensing images. In order to resist chosen-plaintext attack and differential attack, we design a novel method to build the close connection between the plain-image and its cipher-image by two-dimensional logistic map with DNA bases probability. Compared with hash function of the input of the plain-image, this method allows users to set a flexible security key. In terms of security, Table 9 gives comparison of average NPCR and UACI for differential attack with algorithms [22] and [23] based on SHA-256. The comparison shows that the proposed method has acceptable ability against differential attack.
The decryption process needs to calculate the DNA bases probability of the cipher-image for self-adaptive pseudorandom numbers. Therefore, the diffusion stage is not allowed to change the DNA bases probability during modifying the pixel values. We introduce the rearrangement into the DNA bases and propose the base-level rearrangement, which can modify the order of DNA bases in pixels without changing DNA bases probability, that is to say, the pixel values change but the bases probability remains the same. Table 10 gives comparison of average information entropy with other DNA algorithm. The comparison of entropy shows that the proposed algorithm performs higher security than other algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel remote-sensing image encryption scheme using DNA bases probability and two-dimensional logistic map, which has high security and parallel operation. In permutation layer, we apply the pixel-level rearrangement based on the self-adaptive chaos sequence for shuffling. In diffusion layer, the plain-image is executed the DNA base-level rearrangement and random DNA addition with DNA mask. Simulations show that the cipher-image encrypted by the proposed cryptosystem has fairly uniform distribution and high information entropy closed to 8. The encryption scheme can efficiently reduce high correlation coefficient of remote-sensing images from approximately 1 to 0. The cryptosystem performs acceptable encryption speed (speed = 0.651308Mbit/s) and high sensitivity to the plain-image and the security key. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the proposed encryption algorithm can provide high security for remote-sensing images in untrusted storage and transmission.
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